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Key Points:
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• Enhanced crustal and oceanic energy dissipation due to tidal resonances may al-
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• Measuring moon-moon tidal deformation can help constrain the thickness of sub-
surface oceans
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Abstract
There is compelling evidence for subsurface water oceans among the three outer Galilean
satellites, and evidence for an internal magma ocean in the innermost moon, Io. Tidal
forces from Jupiter periodically deform these bodies, causing heating and deformation
that, if measured, can probe their interior structures. In addition to Jupiter-raised tides,
each moon also raises tides on the others. We investigate moon-moon tides for the first
time in the Galilean moons, and show that they can cause significant heating through
the excitation of high-frequency resonant tidal waves in their subsurface oceans. The heat-
ing occurs both in the crust and ocean, and can exceed that of other tidal sources and
radiogenic decay if the ocean is inviscid enough. The resulting tidal deformation can be
used to constrain subsurface ocean thickness. Our understanding of the thermal-orbital
evolution and habitability of the Jovian system may be fundamentally altered as a re-
sult.
Plain Language Summary
The three icy Galilean moons, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto, are thought to con-
tain liquid water oceans beneath their surface, while the innermost moon Io may con-
tain an internal ocean of magma. Jupiter’s gravity stretches and squeezes these moons
as they orbit the gas giant, heating their interiors through friction. It is essential to un-
derstand this process, known as tidal heating, given the unique geophysical structure of
ocean worlds and their potential for habitability. In addition to Jupiter, each moon also
raises tides on the others, a process that is usually neglected as Jupiter’s gravitational
attraction is many times larger than that due to the adjacent moons. Here we show that
these moon-moon tides cannot in fact be neglected when considering tides as an energy
source because they can excite these subsurface oceans near their natural frequencies.
By modelling subsurface tidal currents, we find that the corresponding resonant response
of the ocean manifests itself through the generation of fast flowing tidal waves, which
can release significant amounts of heat into the oceans and crusts of Io and Europa. Our
understanding of how ocean worlds in compact systems evolve over time may be altered
by the existence of moon-moon tidal resonances.
1 Introduction
Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, are all thought to contain global liquid water oceans
beneath their hard ice exteriors (Zimmer et al., 2000; Kivelson et al., 2002; Saur et al.,
2015; Hartkorn & Saur, 2017), while Io may contain an internal (partially) molten sil-
icate ocean (Khurana et al., 2011). Previous studies have shown that diurnal tide-raising
forces can produce resonant behavior in icy satellite oceans through the excitation of sur-
face rotational-gravity (Tyler, 2011b, 2014; Matsuyama, 2014; Kamata et al., 2015; Beuthe,
2015, 2016; Matsuyama et al., 2018) and internal inertial (Rovira-Navarro et al., 2019;
Rekier et al., 2019) waves. These tidal waves, or modes, contain substantial kinetic en-
ergy, and some fraction of that is converted into heat via turbulent dissipation. Reso-
nant excitation of surface modes occurs only when the ocean is a certain thickness be-
cause the surface wave speed,
√
gho, where g is surface gravity, is controlled by ocean
thickness, ho. Self-gravity and an overlying crust also alters the wave speed . For instance,
resonant ocean thicknesses in Europa’s ocean at the orbital frequency are generally smaller
than a few hundred meters (Beuthe, 2016; Matsuyama et al., 2018). Magnetic induction
measurements suggest the Galilean satellites’ oceans are at least 1 km thick , while oceans
up to hundreds of kilometers thick are expected from thermal-chemical modeling (Hussmann
et al., 2002; Vance et al., 2014). Based on radioscience gravity data, Europa’s combined
water and ice layer is likely between 80 km to 170 km thick (Anderson et al., 1998). The
diurnal tidal forcing, primarily due to a moon’s orbital eccentricity and axial tilt (obliq-
uity), hereafter referred to as Jupiter-forcing, is therefore unlikely to excite resonances
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in the present day oceans of these bodies. This limits the relevance of Jupiter-raised tides
in terms of oceanic heating, although turbulent flow driven by forced-libration of the crust
can result in enhanced dissipation (Lemasquerier et al., 2017; Wilson & Kerswell, 2018).
Thicker oceans can only be resonantly excited if forced at higher frequencies (|q| > 1,
Fig. 1a). Yet, all prior work only considers Jupiter’s diurnal tide-raising potential be-
cause it is larger than other higher-frequency components. In tidal problems, however,
it is essential to not only consider the magnitude of forcing, but also how well a body
can respond to that forcing, which is inherently frequency-dependent (Greenberg, 2009).
This letter identifies the high-frequency tidal forces in the Jovian system and calculates
how the Galilean satellites, including their oceans, respond to those forces.
2 Methods
We calculate the response of the oceans and crusts of the Galilean moons due to
tidal forcing at and above the diurnal frequency. This includes high-frequency compo-
nents of Jupiter’s tide-raising potential, and most notably, tidal forcing from the adja-
cent moons. We calculate the depth-independent (barotropic) dynamical response of a
subsurface ocean to these tidal forces by solving the Laplace Tidal Equations (LTE) with
linear momentum dissipation using a semi-analytical approach (Longuet-Higgins, 1968;
Matsuyama et al., 2018), which is benchmarked with numerical simulation (Hay & Mat-
suyama, 2017, 2019a). The overlying viscoelastic crust and ocean are coupled using mem-
brane theory (Beuthe, 2016). Further details are given below and in the supporting in-
formation.
2.1 Calculating the full tidal potential
The oceans and solid-regions of the Galilean satellites are forced with the tide-raising
potential from Jupiter and the immediately adjacent moons, assuming the satellites are
co-planar and synchronously rotating. Jupiter’s tide-raising potential was calculated us-
ing Kaula’s expansion (Kaula, 1964). The tide-raising potential due to adjacent moons
was calculated assuming circular orbits, using the method outlined in Hay and Matsuyama
(2019b) and further verified using the TenGSHui Mathematica library (Trinh, 2019). We
also relaxed circular and co-planar orbit assumptions using TenGSHui but found little
effect on the moon-moon forcing potential solutions. Importantly, the inner three moons
occupy the Laplace resonance so each moon’s tidal forcing frequencies are commensu-
rate with each other. This means that the forcing potentials cannot technically be treated
separately as the combined effects of Jupiter and the moons may act to enhance or de-
crease the total forcing at each frequency.
To be compatible with our primary LTE solution method, we expanded the tidal
potential UT into spherical harmonics using the unnormalized real cosine (C`m) and sine
(S`m) coefficients;
UT (R, θ, φ) =
1
2
2∑
m=0
∞∑
`=m
[C`m(t)− iS`m(t)]Y`m + c.c. (1)
where Y`m = P`m(cos θ)e
imφ is the complex spherical harmonic at degree-` and order-
m, P`m(cos θ) is the unnormalized associated Legendre function, c.c is the complex-conjugate,
and i is the imaginary number. For the purpose of tidal forcing at higher frequencies and
that due to other moons, these spherical harmonic expansion coefficients must be fur-
ther expanded into a Fourier series (Hay & Matsuyama, 2019b):
C`m(t) =
∞∑
q=−∞
A`mqe
−iqωt, S`m(t) =
∞∑
q=−∞
B`mqe
−iqωt (2)
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where ω represents the base forcing frequency, and q is an integer representing multiples
of this frequency. The complex Fourier components of the cosine spherical harmonic ex-
pansion are A`mq, while B`mq corresponds to the sine expansion coefficients. Details on
how these are related to the work of Hay and Matsuyama (2019b) are given in the sup-
porting information. Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 1 and rearranging into real and imag-
inary components gives;
UT (R, θ, φ) =
1
2
2∑
m=0
∞∑
`=m
∞∑
q=−∞
[(
Re(A`mq)+Im(B`mq)
)−i(Re(B`mq)−Im(A`mq))]Y`me−iqωt+c.c.
(3)
For coplanar degree-2 moon-moon tides, the non-zero terms computed are Re(A20q), Re(A22q),
and Im(B22q), meaning the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients of the forcing po-
tential are purely real (Hay & Matsuyama, 2019b). We consider only degree-` = 2 tidal
forcing in this letter.
2.2 Solution of the Laplace Tidal Equations
We calculated the coupled response of a viscoelastic crust and ocean to tidal forces
by solving the extended Laplace Tidal Equations on a sphere which describe the con-
servation of mass and momentum in a thin, spherical, subsurface ocean. The method is
based on the pioneering work of Longuet-Higgins (1968) and is nearly identical to pre-
vious work (Beuthe, 2016; Matsuyama et al., 2018), except that additional summations
of the solution over each forcing frequency are made. Modifications made to the method
of Matsuyama et al. (2018) are outlined in the supporting information. We treat Io’s magma
ocean as a low-viscosity fluid, such that it is adequately described by the LTE. Alter-
native scenarios similar to Tyler et al. (2015) are explored in the supporting informa-
tion.
Testing of this method was performed using a numerical finite volume code, Ocean
Dissipation in Icy Satellites (ODIS) (Hay & Matsuyama, 2017, 2019a). Decomposition
of the ocean forcing and response into separate frequency components is unnecessary in
ODIS as it solves the LTE in the time-domain. Instead, the ocean was forced directly
with the moon-moon tidal potential given in Equation 14 from Hay and Matsuyama (2019b).
We found excellent agreement, with less than 5 % error between both methods of solu-
tion. The resonant modes in Figure 1a were calculated from the eigenvalue problem in
Lamb’s parameter, outlined in section 4.3 of Beuthe (2016), and using Eq. 123 from Beuthe
(2015) for the non-rotating limit.
2.3 Solid body tides and heating
The ocean tide is coupled to a viscoelastic crust using a membrane approach in the
LTE (Beuthe, 2008, 2016), where we assume an infinitely rigid mantle. The membrane
approximation is excellent for most satellites in predicting the mechanical coupling be-
tween the ocean and ice shell, but particularly for large bodies, including the Galilean
satellites (Matsuyama et al., 2018). We compute dissipation within the crust using the
deformation of the ocean top surface, ηtop, which is decomposed in an analogous fash-
ion to Eq. 3 . Following the approach of Beuthe (2016) and using unnormalized spher-
ical harmonics, we find the time- and surface-averaged crustal dissipation rate to be,
E˙C =
2piρogh
2
o
R2
∑
`,m
`(`+ 1)N`m
∞∑
q=−∞
Im (Λ`q)
|qω| |Φ`mq|
2
(4)
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where Λ`q is the degree-` membrane spring constant at frequency q (Beuthe, 2016, Eq.
16), Φ`mq is the degree-`, order-m, and frequency-q ocean velocity potential (Matsuyama
et al., 2018, Eq. C.1), and
N`m =
`(`+ 1)
2`+ 1
(`+m)!
(`−m)! (5)
(Matsuyama et al., 2018, Eq. C.12). As we assume the mantle is rigid, Eq. 4 is identi-
cal to Eq. 78 in Beuthe (2016), with the addition that we sum over each forcing frequency
and average over each forcing period, and we use unnormalized spherical harmonics. The
membrane constant depends only on the properties of the crust: its thickness, shear mod-
ulus, viscosity, and Poisson’s ratio (Table S.1). For ice, we assume the crustal viscosity
depends on temperature following an Arrhenius relation, and the crustal thermal con-
ductivity is inversely dependent on temperature. We adopt a high melting point viscos-
ity of 1017 Pa s in this letter. While this value falls outside of the range typically used
in tidal and convection studies (Barr & Showman, 2009), it is not unreasonable given
the uncertainty in the microphysical properties of ice shells (e.g., grain size, impurities,
bottom temperature). For rock, the viscosity is assumed to be depth-independent. See
Appendix B of Beuthe (2016) and the supporting information for further details.
Dissipation in the core/mantle of these bodies is neglected as we assume the core/mantle
is infinitely rigid, considerably simplifying our method. This approximation is valid as
tidal dissipation within the core/mantle of these bodies is generally small unless the in-
terior is ultra-low viscosity (Segatz et al., 1988; Bierson & Nimmo, 2016), which can be
hard to justify .
2.4 Equilibrium heat flux
We calculated the heat flux required to maintain our assumed crusts in equilibrium
in order to provide a reference value for our tidal heating calculations. The crust will re-
main in thermal equilibrium if the energy leaving the crust is equal to the energy enter-
ing at the base, Qb = Qs. In this scenario, the thickness of the shell, hs, remains con-
stant. Given a fixed surface and bottom temperature, the globally averaged heat flux
at the top of a purely conductive crust needed to satisfy this equilibrium for ice and sil-
icate rock is,
Fice =
a
hs
R− hs
R
ln
(
Tb
Ts
)
Frock = k
R− hs
R
Tb − Ts
hs
, (6)
where we set Ts = 100 K and Tb = 273 K for ice (Hussmann et al., 2002; Beuthe, 2019).
For Io’s silicate crust, Tb = 1800 K (Moore, 2003). We used k = 3 W m
−1 K−1 for sil-
icate material, and assumed an a/T dependence for k in ice, where a = 567 W m−1 (Klinger,
1980). Only conductive shells are considered in this work for simplicity. Note that we
neglect tidal heat production in the crust, so F merely represents a useful reference value
to compare our tidal heating estimates against.
3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Moon-moon forcing and resonant ocean thicknesses
Resonant ocean thicknesses in Europa’s ocean are shown in Figure 1a for differ-
ent multiples, q, of its diurnal/orbital frequency, nE , assuming a 10 km thick elastic ice
shell. We see that forcing at the orbital frequency (|q| = 1) cannot excite a resonant
response if the ocean is thicker than a few hundred meters. The tide-raising potential
due to adjacent moons is smaller in magnitude than that from Jupiter at near-diurnal
frequencies but occurs over a much broader frequency spectrum (Fig. 1b). At Europa,
–5–
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Figure 1: Resonant ocean thicknesses at different forcing frequencies. a) Lo-
cation of Europa’s first three largest resonant rotational-gravity modes as a function of
forcing frequency and ocean thickness, for both zonal (m = 0) and sectoral (m = 2)
degree-2 modes. The sole resonant mode in the non-rotating limit is shown in red. b)
Frequency decomposition of the sectoral degree-2 tidal potential at Europa due to Jupiter,
Io, and Ganymede. c) Heating in Europa’s ocean and crust due to two frequency compo-
nents of the tidal forcing; diurnal, eastward Jupiter-forcing (blue) and westward Io-forcing
at ten times Europa’s orbital frequency (orange), for a drag coefficient α = 10−9 s−1.
The dotted line uses α = 10−6 s−1. The crust is 10 km thick with a melting viscosity of
1017 Pa s.
Ganymede and in particular Io produce the dominant tidal forcing at all frequencies greater
than ∼ 4nE . Most of the moon-moon tide-raising potential propagates westwards (qnE <
0) across the satellite’s surface, while the opposite is true for Jupiter’s forcing. See Fig-
ure S1 in the supporting information for a time-domain plot of the moon-moon tidal po-
tential.
For demonstration we compare Europa’s ocean tidal response at a low- and high-
frequency forcing in Figure 1c. A resonance is excited at the eastward-propagating di-
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urnal frequency, nE , which is dominated by Jupiter, if the ocean is ∼200 m thick. In con-
trast, the ocean will be resonant if it is ∼14.8 km thick and forced primarily with Io’s
sectoral tide-raising potential at q = −10 times Europa’s orbital frequency. The sec-
ond resonance at ∼ 15.7 km is due to Io’s zonal tidal forcing. Near the 14.8 km resonant
thickness, tidal heating due to Io-forcing surpasses that from Jupiter by several orders
of magnitude, assuming a drag coefficient α . 10−9 s−1. This large heating rate, de-
spite the small forcing magnitude, is a result of forcing the ocean at its natural frequency.
Kinetic and potential energy imparted by even small tidal perturbations at this frequency
will build up in the ocean because the ocean’s response propagates with the tidal poten-
tial. Energy will continue to be stored until the rate at which kinetic energy is dissipated,
parameterized here by α, equals the rate at which tidal energy is imparted to the sys-
tem. This is what limits the maximum possible rate of dissipation in the ocean, at least
over short timescales. When α is too large, kinetic energy is dissipated too quickly to
allow oceanic perturbations to become sufficiently large, preventing strong resonances
from forming. This may be the case for Io if the supposed fluid layer is not a true “ocean”,
but rather only 20 % to 30 % partial melt, as suggested by Khurana et al. (2011) (Fig-
ure S5). The viscous behaviour of the crust also limits the total amount of heating in
resonance (see Figs. S3 and S4 in the supporting information).
3.2 Linear drag coefficient
The dashed lines in Figure 1c illustrate that moon-induced tidal heating will not
exceed that from Jupiter at the ∼14.8 km resonance if the drag coefficient is larger, 10−6 s−1.
Earth’s ocean tide studies assume linear drag coefficients ∼ 10−5 s−1 (e.g., Egbert & Ray,
2001). Based on order of magnitude scaling using the more commonly adopted nonlin-
ear drag formalism and using the terrestrial coefficient of bottom drag (cD ∼ 10−3),
Matsuyama et al. (2018) calculate that the linear drag coefficient in Europa’s ocean may
be ∼ 10−10 s−1. Using a similar approach and truncating the LTE to degrees 2 and 3
(Chen et al., 2014), we estimate the linear drag coefficient due to non-resonant moon-
moon tides to be < 10−12 s−1 over most frequencies, although this is a minimum esti-
mate (see supporting information). We accordingly adopt α = 10−11 s−1 for the remain-
der of this letter, although the drag coefficient is ultimately unconstrained. Regardless,
Figure 1 shows that over a wide range of drag coefficients, moon-moon tides cannot be
neglected in calculations of oceanic tidal heating. An additional large drag coefficient
scenario for Io, corresponding to a “magma ocean” contained in a high-porosity astheno-
sphere, is explored in the supporting information (Figure S5).
3.3 Heating of the ocean and crust from tidal resonances
We now calculate tidal heating in the crust and ocean of each Galilean moon as
a function of possible ocean thickness using all tidal forcing frequency components (Fig.
2). We identify several new resonant tidal modes excited by Jupiter alone because we
include higher-frequency components of the Jovian tide-raising potential for the first time.
These Jupiter-excited resonances can occur in oceans just over 10 km thick for Io, and
less than 10 km thick for the other satellites. Many other resonantly excited modes emerge
in thicker oceans when including tidal forces from the adjacent moons, because moon-
moon tidal forces dominate at high frequencies (Fig. 1b), which thick oceans are most
sensitive to (Fig. 1a). These resonant modes can be excited in oceans 10-100 kilometers
thick for all moons except Callisto. In both Europa and Io, oceans no thicker than ∼70 km
may be capable of producing heat in excess of the radiogenic/observed heating rates, and
can also conductively maintain crusts of 10 km and 50 km thickness, respectively. This
is relevant for Europa as a thin crust allows for more rapid transport of organics and ox-
idants produced at the surface to the ocean beneath (Hand et al., 2007). The large heat-
ing rates due to moon-excited modes may be able to prevent these oceans from freez-
ing past resonant thicknesses, ultimately keeping them tens of kilometers thick. How-
–7–
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ever, the peak heating rates in Figure 2 must be taken with some caution. When oceanic
flow velocities (and associated heating) become sizeable, saturation may take over or in-
stabilities may form via the nonlinear advection terms neglected in the LTE (Le Bars
et al., 2015). To order of magnitude, we calculate that this might start to happen above
heating rates of ∼ 1012 W on Europa when α = 10−11 s−1 (see supporting information).
At this point, nonlinearity may act to either locally enhance or suppress tidal currents,
making it difficult to predict the effect of nonlinearity on tidal heating.
The crust to ocean heating ratio changes depending on the ocean’s drag coefficient
and crustal rheology; Europa’s tidal heating near resonances is roughly equally partitioned
between the ocean and crust for the ice melting viscosity of 1017 Pa s used in Figure 2.
Further variations in melting viscosity and drag coefficient are explored in Figs. S3 and
S4 in the supporting information. We find low viscosity crusts are more efficient at damp-
ing resonances and lowering maximum resonant heating rates, while simultaneously en-
hancing the non-resonant crustal heating rate. Consequently, if moon-moon tides are to
contribute significantly to the tidal heat budget of any of the Galilean moons then high-
viscosity (elastic/conductive) crustal behaviour is favoured. This is in contrast to the
typical picture of tidal heating in ice shells, where low viscosities, close to the Maxwell
critical viscosity, are required to generate significant heat.
3.4 Orbital evolution and energy considerations
The energy dissipated as heat from planet-raised tides on a moon is drawn from
the perturbed moon’s orbit, decreasing its semimajor axis (Kaula, 1964; Murray & Der-
mott, 1999) (as observed at Io (Lainey et al., 2009)). In contrast, tidal dissipation within
Jupiter transfers energy and angular momentum from its rotation to a moon’s orbit, forc-
ing the moon outwards (Goldreich & Soter, 1966; Murray & Dermott, 1999). If a moon’s
ocean enters one of the resonant states described in this letter, removing energy from
the orbital system and altering the semimajor axes, then Jupiter would also need to dis-
sipate an equivalent amount of heat to keep the system near equilibrium over geologi-
cal timescales. This balance is not possible with the classical frequency-independent tidal
heating model for Jupiter, but may be achieved through tidal excitation of Jupiter’s own
internal modes (Fuller et al., 2016). Even with strong tidal heating in Jupiter replenish-
ing the orbital system’s energy, the peak heating rates in Figure 2 may not be achieved
due to the saturation effect of nonlinearity, mentioned above. It is possible, however, that
a freezing (thinning) ocean will enter a resonant state only far enough to maintain some
equilibrium heating rate (i.e. resonance locking), limiting the impact of nonlinearity.
The magnitude of moon-moon forcing increases with decreasing separation distance
between the two bodies, while the frequencies in the forcing get lower. Consequently, if
tidal heating causes the conjunction distance between two moons to decrease, moon-moon
tidal forces will become larger but resonances in thicker oceans are less likely to be ex-
cited due to lower forcing frequencies. If tidal heating has the opposite effect and the con-
junction distance increases, moon-moon tidal forces will become weaker (Hay & Mat-
suyama, 2019b) while the forcing frequencies increase and resonances in thicker oceans
are more readily excited. In this way, a non-resonant ocean may become resonant with-
out changing thickness, because the forcing frequencies depend on the conjunction pe-
riod between the two moons. Small changes in semimajor axis can therefore help mod-
ulate tidal heating variations over several orders of magnitude, which could be relevant
to periodic volcanism on Io (Rathbun et al., 2002; de Kleer et al., 2019), if the magma
ocean is completely fluid (see supporting information). Additionally, the ocean’s natu-
ral frequencies will be altered through changes in ocean and shell thickness (Kamata et
al., 2015; Beuthe, 2016; Matsuyama et al., 2018; Hay & Matsuyama, 2019a), as well as
the ocean’s geometry (Rovira-Navarro et al., 2020). While resonance locking with an ocean’s
tidal mode might drive a moon towards equilibrium, orbital changes in the other satel-
lites and the Laplace resonance complicate this picture. Moon-moon tides may have had
–8–
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Figure 2: Tidal heating due to Jupiter- and moon-raised tides. Moon-moon tides
are due to the immediate neighboring satellites. Each tidal component includes heating
from both the ocean and the solid regions. The ocean’s drag coefficient is 10−11 s−1. The
grey regions denote estimated radiogenic heating rates (Spohn & Schubert, 2003), except
for Io where it is the observed heat flux (Lainey et al., 2009). The dashed lines denote
the equilibrium heat flux required to maintain the crustal thickness chosen in our interior
structure model.
an effect on the the assembly of the Laplace resonance itself by differential migration,
whether by tides raised on Jupiter (e.g., Yoder, 1979), or by gravitational interactions
with a primordial disk (e.g., Peale & Lee, 2002). Orbital migration in either scenario will
make tidal resonance crossing likely (Figs. S6 and S7 in the supporting information). The
combination of heating from tidal resonances in Jupiter and its moons will lead to a com-
plex interplay between the two over solar system history. Moon-moon tides may be able
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Figure 3: Observable features of moon-moon tides. a) Frequency spectrum of Eu-
ropa’s surface tidal displacement at the sub-Jovian point for non-resonant 80 km (blue)
and 50 km (orange) thick oceans, due to tidal forcing from Io, Ganymede, and Jupiter.
The ratio between the dynamical (η) and equilibrium (black, ηeq) tide displacement is
shown in the bottom panel. Negative and positive frequencies correspond to eastward
and westward propagating tides, respectively. b) Zonally-averaged tidal heat flux at the
ocean’s surface for two resonant modes in Io and Europa, using α = 10−11 s−1, normalized
about the mean heat flux (0.0246 W m−2 and 0.702 W m−2, respectively).
to slow down outward migration due to resonance locking with Jupiter (Fuller et al., 2016).
More work will be needed to understand how the Galilean satellites’ interiors and orbits
evolve under the influence of moon-excited resonances in their oceans and Jupiter.
3.5 Observational signatures of moon-moon tides
The lowest frequency components of the Io-dominated tidal forcing at Europa pro-
duce displacements on the order of 10 cm for non-resonant oceans. Dynamical tide ef-
fects in thick oceans only become important at higher frequencies. Even for oceans not
in resonance, tidal amplitudes become significantly enhanced relative to the commonly
assumed equilibrium tide by one to two orders of magnitude (Fig. 3a). These dynam-
ical tide perturbations, on the order of 1 cm to 10 cm, occur at different frequencies de-
pending on the ocean thickness, and are a result of tidal forcing from the adjacent moons.
The closer an ocean is to one of its resonant modes, the larger the perturbations become
(on the order of ∼1 m up to possibly 1 km, depending on the importance of nonlinear-
ity, see supporting information), but even in non-resonant oceans measurable deviations
occur (Fig. 3a). Measuring the frequency-dependent tidal deformation due to moon-moon
tides is therefore a unique way to constrain the thickness of a subsurface ocean.
Additional observable signatures may emerge if an ocean is nearly-resonant. The
dominant modes due to moon-forcing are westward-propagating tidal waves. These waves
produce unique, zonally symmetric patterns of time-averaged heat flux, with heating fo-
cused towards low-latitudes and peaking either side of the equator (Fig. 3b). Heightened
–10–
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geological activity at low latitudes would be expected from such a distribution of heat
flow, which has been suggested from the locations of chaos terrains on Europa (Figueredo
& Greeley, 2004; Soderlund et al., 2014) and volcanism on Io (Veeder et al., 2012; Mura
et al., 2020), although the polar coverage is poor. The crust would correspondingly be
thinner at low latitudes, which could be observable using gravity and topography data.
Small-scale turbulent mixing in the ocean may act to diffuse this heating pattern, instead
making the time-averaged heat flux more homogeneous than shown in Figure 3b. The
maximum possible amount of resonant heating is controlled by the ocean’s drag coef-
ficient and crustal viscosity, but the heating pattern in Figure 3b remains unchanged un-
less α is very large (> 10−6 s−1) or the crustal viscosity is very low (< 1015 Pa s). This
heating pattern is significantly different to Jupiter-forced tidal heating in the crust, which
is enhanced towards the poles (Beuthe, 2013). Resonant tidal waves are also character-
ized by fast flows with currents on the order of 1 m s−1 to 10 m s−1. As this electrically
conductive flow interacts with the ambient magnetic field a secondary field will be pro-
duced with a strength of around 10 nT at Europa (Tyler, 2011a), falling well within the
sensitivity range of the magnetometer aboard JUICE (Grasset et al., 2013), and likely
Europa Clipper. Dynamical tides produced from resonances may also place torques on
the moons, altering their rotation rates (Auclair-Desrotour et al., 2019).
4 Conclusion
Our study suggests for the first time a mechanism where the ocean could play a
crucial role in the heat budget of the Galilean moons, as opposed to previous studies lim-
ited to diurnal frequencies where dissipation is often negligible (e.g., Chen et al., 2014;
Hay & Matsuyama, 2019a). In light of this, reexamination of evolution models may be
needed in the future. The effect of moon-moon tides may be even larger in the TRAPPIST-
1 system if any of the planets contain significant bodies of liquid, as has been suggested
(Grimm et al., 2018). The habitability of closely-packed ocean worlds may depend on
these tides.
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